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Setting up the Voting Place
Signs: Place exterior and interior signs so
voters can easily find the voting place. Your
Supervisory Voting Officer will establish
suitable locations.
Selfie station: Set up the selfie station
outside your voting place in a location that
does not obstruct the exit.
No election advertising: Walk around the
interior and exterior of your voting place
to ensure there is no election advertising
posted, displayed or distributed in the
building or within 100 metres of the building
when voting is being conducted. Repeat
throughout the day.

BEFORE VOTING STARTS

Before voting starts
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Setting up the IO Station
Using the supplies in your Election Official
Supplies: Information Officer bag or box, set up
your supply station near the entrance of the voting
place.
Tape the You need identification (3003670) poster on a
wall near the entrance.
Tape the poster-sized sample ballot on the wall
behind the Ballot Marking stations.
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• Plan a ‘traffic flow’ for smooth entry and
exit.
• Set up chairs at each voting station for
the BIO and two candidate reps.
• Ensure enough room between stations
for wheelchair access.
• Tape informational posters on walls
where voters can read them without
interfering with other activities.
• Mark the location of the express lane
and the tabulator station line-up on the
floor with tape.
Open doors: Open the doors to the
voting place at 8 a.m.

BEFORE VOTING STARTS

Other duties
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After voting starts
Greeting Voters
Greet voters in a friendly manner when they arrive.
• Do not discuss politics.
• Make sure they don’t have visible campaign
materials with them, such as buttons or T-shirts
promoting a candidate or party. If they do, ask
them to cover the materials or return without
them.
Note: Candidates cannot be in the voting place
except to vote. Candidate representatives may be
in the voting place and have an important role to
play in observing the proceedings and ensuring
transparency.

In a Single By-election
If voter does not reside in a district in which a byelection is being held, they are not eligible to vote.
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Directing voters at full-tech and partial-tech
voting places is very straightforward. All
eligible voters go to the lineup for voting.
1. Ask the voter:
•

Do you have ID?

•

Do you have a current and accurate
Where to Vote card?

•

If they don’t have a Where to Vote
card, confirm their eligibility:
•

Canadian citizen,

•

18 years old by Final Voting Day
(FVD),

•

Resident of B.C. for six months
by FVD.

Non-eligible voters cannot vote.

AFTER VOTING STARTS

Directing Voters

2. T ell the voter to have their ID ready to
present at the voting station.
3. Direct the voter to the lineup for voting.

The BIO will indicate they are ready to serve
a voter by holding up the green Ready card
and indicate they are Busy by holding up the
pink Busy card.
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Voter ID
All voters must prove their identity and residential
address before voting.
See the You Need Identification (3003670) poster for
what pieces of ID or documents voters can show as
acceptable ID and who can be a voucher.
If a voter does not have acceptable ID or someone
who can vouch for them, ask them to return with
acceptable ID or a voucher.
Note: Authorized documents shown on a device
screen are acceptable.

Priority access for paramedics,
police officers and firefighters
If essential services personnel arrive at the voting
place in uniform while on duty, move them to/near
the front of the lineup.
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Throughout the day, make sure that:
• markers are picked up from the TBO
station, sanitized and distributed to BIOs
• secrecy folders are picked up from the
TBO station and distributed to BIOs
• voters are flowing smoothly through the
voting place
• cords are taped down securely where
they are least likely to cause a tripping
hazard
• tape floor markings for lineup for voting
and Express Lane are secure
• extra materials are packed and stored
out of the way
• signs are adjusted, fixed or replaced as
needed
• chairs near lineups and voting screens
are re-positioned as needed
• voters who require a replacement ballot
are accompanied to the Express Lane
• voting screen tables are free from
materials
• voting screens are not marked or
damaged

AFTER VOTING STARTS

Helping at the voting
place
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Helping voters with
special needs
You do not need to be an expert on how to help
everyone. Voters know their needs best.
• Ask “How can I help you?”
• Listen carefully
• Act
Speak to the voter, not their attendant.
You must inform the Supervisory Voting Officer
when you are helping a voter with special needs.

Curbside Voting
If a voter is unable to enter the voting place, offer
voting outside the building, such as in the parking
lot or at the curb. Alert the Supervisory Voting Officer
about a “curbside” voter.
Note: Individuals with power of attorney and
“committees” cannot vote on behalf of another
individual in their absence. Proxy voting is not
permitted.
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Only service animals are allowed in the
voting place. Service animals include certified
guide or service dogs, and uncertified service
or support animals. Animals must be leashed
or harnessed, under control, and must not
disturb voting proceedings or other voters.
If the voter states that they have a disability,
and their animal is trained to provide service
or emotional support, they may bring the
animal into the voting place. The voter is not
required to provide proof nor describe the
nature of their disability.
Do not touch assisting devices or service
animals without permission.

AFTER VOTING STARTS

Service animals
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Tools to help visually impaired
voters
• Ballot template
• Braille List of Candidates
• Poster-sized sample ballot
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If a voter spoils their ballot, the ballot is
damaged, or if the BIO forgot to mark their
initials, the TBO will call you to escort the
voter to a BIO station.
If no BIO is available, take them to the
express lane and wait with them until a BIO is
ready to assist them.
If a voter approaches you to say they spoiled
their ballot, follow the same process.
Contact the Supervisory Voting Officer when:
• candidates or media are present
• a voter requests curbside voting
• you are unsure if a voter’s ID is
acceptable

AFTER VOTING STARTS

Special circumstances

• a voter needs to be vouched for
• parties or candidates are not complying
with the 100-metre rule
• anyone requests to speak with the
District Electoral Officer
• anyone has a complaint
• you see a workplace hazard or accident
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After voting closes
Closing the doors
Close the doors to the voting place at 8 p.m.

If there are voters waiting to vote outside
the voting place, the Supervisory Voting
Officer will identify the end of the line and
let the people in line enter the voting place and vote.
Anyone who arrives at the voting place after voting
closes at 8 p.m. cannot vote – no exceptions.
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Remove interior and exterior signage from
your voting place.
Take down the Selfie Station.
Pack up your supplies for return to the district
electoral office following the instructions of
the supervisor.
Do not put election material in the
garbage or recycling.

AFTER VOTING CLOSES

Packing up
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PO BOX 9275 STN PROV GOVT, VICTORIA, BC V8W 9J6

FINAL VOTING DAY

KLW

KLW004-01731

Customer N˚ du
client
no.

7214594

1291661

Remember to bring this card and ID. Voting will be
open from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. (Pacific time).

Deliver to:

On Saturday, October 19, you can vote at:

Grace Baptist Church
1150 Glenmore Dr, Kelowna BC

PL

TRACEY LOUISE DWYER
101-1900 ARBUTUS ST
KELOWNA, BC V1Y 4K4

Your address is:
101-1900 Arbutus St, Kelowna BC

ADVANCE VOTING

Do not Ne pas
forward faire suivre

EDXXX-XXXXX

E

A non-partisan Office of the Legislature

Advance voting places are wheelchair accessible and open
from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. (local time) on the dates checked.

DATES OPEN

Sat
Oct 12

Sun
Oct 13

Mon
Oct 14

Tues
Oct 15

Wed
Oct 16

Grace Baptist Church, 1150 Glenmore Dr, Kelowna, BC













Super 8 West Kelowna Hotel, 1655 Westgate Rd, West Kelowna, BC













Kelowna Curling Club, 551 Recreation Ave, Kelowna, BC

























M

Fri
Oct 11

SA

Emmanuel Church, 2600 Hebert Rd, West Kelowna, BC

George Pringle Elem School, 3770 Elliott Rd, West Kelowna, BC

For more advance voting opportunities visit elections.bc.ca

Resources
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Where to Vote card reference

Contacts
Name

Phone

Supervisory
Voting Officer
Technical Supervisory
Voting Officer
District Electoral Office

RESOURCES
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Tabulators scan ballots and tabulate votes.
The election results are produced after 8 p.m.
(Pacific time) on Final Voting Day, after all
ballots have been scanned.
Tabulators are not connected to the
internet.
As a Tabulator Officer, you are responsible
for:
• helping to set up the tabulator station

INTRODUCTION

Introduction

• inserting ballots into the tabulator or
assisting voters to insert their ballots
• monitoring the number of cast ballots
and notifying your TSVO when the ballot
box is nearly full.
• managing tabulator notifications
• answering questions from voters
• troubleshooting issues with the
tabulator
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Your Technical Supervisory Voting Officer (TSVO)
If you have any questions or need assistance, call your
TSVO by holding up the yellow “Supervisor” Voting
Station Signal Card.
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Key components of the
tabulator
Front

TABULATOR SETUP

Tabulator Setup

Back
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Before voting starts
Tabulator Station Setup
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You must complete the following steps with
the TSVO.
1. B
 efore sealing the ballot box, ensure that
it is empty and show the empty box to
any candidate representatives present.
2. P
 lace the seals only where indicated on
the ballot box.
3. Y
 ou and the TSVO must sign the seals
to certify that the ballot box was empty.
Any candidate representatives present
may also sign.

BEFORE VOTING STARTS

Sealing the Tabulator Ballot Box
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After voting starts
Inserting a ballot
1. Check the BIO marked
their initials in the BIO
Initials box.
If the initials are
missing, call an
Information Officer to
take the voter to have
BIO initials completed.
2. Partial-tech only:
Check ballot is in-ED.
If it is not, ask the voter
to go back to the BIO
that issued their ballot.
3. Offer to insert the
ballot for the voter.
Voters may also insert
their ballot themselves.
 sing the secrecy
U
folder, feed the ballot
into the tabulator entry
slot face down.
4. Ask the voter to stay
until the ballot has
been cast successfully.
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The BALLOTS CAST
count at the bottom of
the screen will increase
by one (1).

6. Tell the voter their
ballot was cast
successfully. Ask them
to put their marker and
secrecy folder in the
trays provided.

AFTER VOTING STARTS

5. The LCD screen will
display the message
Casting Ballot
followed by Ballot
Successfully Cast.

7. Wait until the LCD
screen displays
the System Ready
message before serving
the next voter.
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Other Duties
Managing the auxiliary compartment
Ballots are inserted into the auxiliary compartment
• if a voter does not want to correct an ambiguous
mark,
• if the lineup is long and a voter does not want to
wait, or
• if the tabulator is being serviced.
Ballots inserted into the auxiliary compartment have
not been scanned by the tabulator.
The TBO or voter may insert the ballot into the
auxiliary compartment. The ballot must be inserted
face down to preserve the secrecy of the marking.
Explain to the voter that the ballot will be inserted
into the tabulator by an election official after voting
closes.
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A ballot box can hold
1,500 ballots.
Monitor the number
of ballots cast and
tell the TSVO when it
is nearing 1,500. The
TSVO will work with
you to replace the
ballot box.

Markers and Secrecy Folders
Keep an eye on the number of markers and
secrecy folders at your station. If they start to
pile up, call the Information Officer to come
and collect them.

AFTER VOTING STARTS

Monitor tabulator cast ballot count
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Certification Envelope (CE) Ballot Box
In partial-tech voting places, you are responsible
for managing the Certification Envelope (CE) ballot
box. Voters voting outside of their electoral district
deposit their CEs into this box.
Voters must not access the box unless you have
instructed them to insert their CE.
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Some voters may have questions about
tabulators. Listen to their concerns
respectfully and use the key points below
to assure them that tabulators are secure
and accurate. If the voter still has concerns,
contact the Supervisory Voting Officer.

Why are you using tabulators?
They help us count ballots and report results
faster. They are accurate and secure and have
been used successfully in many elections.

Are tabulators connected to the
internet so the results can be
tampered with?
No, tabulators are never connected to the
internet. Strict security processes are in place
to prevent tampering.

AFTER VOTING STARTS

Communicating with voters

Can I put my ballot in the box without
putting it through the tabulator?
No, we need to put your ballot through the
tabulator to make sure it is counted.
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Tabulator notifications
Over-vote
Ballot has been marked in more than one circle.
This may or may not be what the voter meant to do.

1. Tabulator will hold ballot and wait for instruction.
2. Give voter Over-Vote Notification card.
3. Say “Please read this notification card and tell me if
you choose Option A or Option B.”
Option A: Press Return
Ballot is returned. Call an Information Officer to take
voter to get a replacement ballot.
Option B: Press Cast
Ballot is cast. Tabulator records as an over-vote.
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Ballot is marked outside of circles or is not
marked.
This may or may not be what the voter meant
to do.

1. Tabulator will hold ballot and wait for
instruction.
2. Give voter Blank Ballot Notification card.
3. Say “Please read this notification card and
tell me if you choose Option A or Option B.”
Option A: Press Return
Ballot is returned. Tell voter to return to
voting screen to re-mark ballot, then return
to line-up.

TABULATOR NOTIFICATIONS

Blank Ballot

Option B: Press Cast
Ballot is cast. Tabulator records as a blank
ballot.
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Misread Ballot
Tabulator was unable to
read ballot.
This is usually because
ballot was not inserted
correctly but may also
be because the ballot is
damaged.

1. Ballot will automatically be returned.
2. Re-insert ballot into secrecy folder, taking care to
hide ballot marking.
3. Try re-inserting ballot. If voter inserted ballot, offer
to do it for them this time.
4. If ballot is not accepted by tabulator:

• say: “The tabulator cannot read this
ballot. I will call someone to help you
get a replacement ballot.”
• call an Information Officer to take
voter to get a replacement ballot.
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BIO Initials box is
blank or marked
too faintly for the
tabulator to read it.
If this is not noticed
before the ballot
is inserted into
the tabulator, the
tabulator will show
this notification.
Ballot cannot be CAST with missing BIO
initials.
1. Ballot will automatically be returned.
2. Re-insert ballot into secrecy folder, taking
care to hide ballot marking.
3. Say “The tabulator cannot read the election
official’s initials. I will call someone to take
you to have this corrected.”
4. Call an Information Officer to take voter to
have BIO initials completed.

TABULATOR NOTIFICATIONS

Missing BIO Initials
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Ambiguous Mark
Tabulator detects marks
on ballot, but voter’s
intent is not clear.
This can happen if the
voter didn’t use the
marker provided, or if they
accidentally made a stray
mark in a circle.

Ballot cannot be CAST with an ambiguous mark.
1. Ballot will automatically be returned.
2. Re-insert ballot into secrecy folder, taking care to
hide ballot marking.
3. Say “The tabulator cannot read the ballot marking.
Would you like a replacement ballot?”

• If yes: Call an Information Officer to take
voter to get a replacement ballot.
• If no: Insert ballot into auxiliary
compartment. Ballot will be assessed for
transcription at initial count.
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Tabulator detected
more than one ballot
was being inserted.
This is usually because
two ballots were issued
to the voter by mistake
or the secrecy folder
was pushed too far
during insertion.
1. Ballot(s) will automatically be returned.
2. Re-insert ballot(s) into secrecy folder,
taking care to hide ballot marking.
3. Say: “The tabulator detected multiple ballots.
Please check if there are two ballots in this
folder.”
•

If yes: Call TSVO for assistance.

•

If no: Try re-inserting ballot into
tabulator.

TABULATOR NOTIFICATIONS

Multiple Sheets Detected
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Paper jam - front slot
There is a ballot jam at
the FRONT slot.
This ballot has NOT
been scanned.
This can happen if a
ballot is inserted before
the screen says “System
Ready.”

1. Ask the voter to remain while the jam is cleared in
case they need to receive a replacement ballot.
2. Gently remove ballot from front slot. DO NOT drop
ballot into ballot box.
3. Press Cleared.
4. Re-insert the ballot into the tabulator.
5. If ballot is damaged, have an IO take voter to get
replacement ballot.
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Note: If the notification
says that there is a
paper jam in the EXIT
slot, call the TSVO for
assistance.

TABULATOR NOTIFICATIONS

Paper jam - exit slot
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Tabulator Troubleshooting
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If the tabulator is running on battery power
(light is solid amber), call the TSVO and check
the following:
1.

The AC power cord is plugged into the
back of the tabulator.

2.

The AC power cord is plugged into a
power bar, extension cord or wall outlet.

3.

The power bar or extension cord is
working. If it is not, the TSVO can provide
a replacement.

4.

The power outlet is working. If it is not,
plug the tabulator into a different outlet.

A tabulator can run on a fully charged battery
for two hours.

TABULATOR TROUBLESHOOTING

Tabulator Power Status
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After Voting Closes
Processing Ballots in the Auxiliary
Compartment
Removing ballots from the auxiliary
compartment
Do not open the auxiliary compartment until the
TSVO tells you to do so.
1.

Open the auxiliary compartment by pushing the
perforated door inward, then pulling it outward.

2.

Remove the ballots, keeping them face down to
conceal any markings.

3.

Show any candidate representatives present
that the auxiliary compartment is empty.

4.

Place seals over the auxiliary compartment door
and sign the seals. Candidate representatives
may also sign.
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1.

Insert ballots into tabulator, face down.

2.

If the ballot cannot be read, or if the
tabulator gives a blank ballot, over vote
or ambiguous mark notification, set the
ballot aside.

3.

Notify the TSVO if you set any ballots
aside. These ballots will be assessed for
transcription at initial count.

AFTER VOTING CLOSES

Inserting ballots into tabulator
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Packing Up
Packing up the ballot box
1.

Break the seals attaching the tabulator to the
ballot box.

2.

Remove the tabulator from the ballot box.

3.

Place seals to secure the ballot box.

4.

You and the TSVO must sign the seal. Any
candidate representatives present may also sign.
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Pack up your station following the
instructions of the TSVO.
Pack up the tabulator following the
instructions on the tabulator box.
Any excess election material containing
personal information, such as Where to Vote
cards, must be put in the Where to Vote
Collection box for confidential destruction.

AFTER VOTING CLOSES

Packing up supplies
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